This paper sets out to explore the function of items of procedural vocabulary as signals of conceptual relations in scientific discourse. Procedural vocabulary, a general strategic vocabulary first studied by Widdowson (1983), consists of lexical items which do not belong to any particular schema. They are highly context-dependent items with very little lexical content, which accounts for their important role in the elaboration of rhetorical functions related to the explanation of concepts. On the basis of a database of definitions, descriptions and classifications occurring in scientific discourse, we have established a taxonomy of procedural items in terms of the contextual relations that they set up between content-bearing words. These relations signalled by procedural vocabulary can be classified into nine major groups: identity, difference, inclusion, exclusion, process, function, spatial relations, feature relations, and quantity modification. An awareness of the vocabulary signalling these relations is part of the language user's communicative strategies which allow for the negotiation and comprehension of concepts in discourse.
INTRODUCTION
Recently there has been an increasing interest in the study of a general strategic vocabulary for academic purposes (Carter 1987; Otal 1985; Robinson 1988a Robinson , 1988b Robinson , 1989 Widdowson 1983) . The field where the research on vocabulary for pedagogical purposes seems to be most prominent is ESP. A large area of concern in ESP has been that of specialized vocabulary or terminology. However, ESP researchers generally agree that specialized vocabulary is not the vocabulary that should be focused on when teaching. Hutchinson and Waters (1981: 66) argue that what students of ESP need is not a corpus of technical language but the ability to mobilize the resources of general English in the solving of technical problems', i.e. students require a procedural vocabulary which helps them understand the technical vocabulary, a`non-schematically bound' vocabulary useful in the process of establishing word meaning. The important role of procedural vocabulary lies, therefore, in the assumption that meaning is not static, but can be negotiated through interaction between participants.
Procedural vocabulary is closely related to the dynamic aspect of language. It is concerned with the`user's strategies and processes involved in extending the system creatively and so producing the innovation and variability which characterizes language use' (Robinson l988a: 319) . Its strategic role is clear in the light of Robinson's (1989) distinction between procedural knowledge of lexis, which draws on procedural words 1 and declarative knowledge of lexis. The first is`the knowledge of``how'' to negotiate the meaning of words as tokens in a discourse on particular occasions of use', the second is`the knowledge``that'' they have meaning in isolation from use as initial starting points for assumptions involved in these negotiations ' (ibid.: 524) .
The goal of this paper is to develop a view of lexis as a dynamic element that contributes to modifying the system. For that purpose we will describe the conceptual relations that procedural vocabulary sets up in discourse.
THE CONCEPT OF PROCEDURAL VOCABULARY Widdowson (1983: 92±94) investigates in detail the nature of procedural vocabulary and establishes a distinction between procedural and schematic vocabulary (henceforth PV and SV) . PV consists of words with a high indexical potential, which means that they can be interpreted in a wide range of ways. For instance, the word`material' can be used in different types of discourse to refer to different objects. SV items, by contrast, are schematically bound and have a high degree of symbolic specificity (e.g.`epiclastic', terbinafine'). Given that PV and SV are defined in relation to the concepts of symbol and index, 2 in order to understand the distinction between these two types of lexis it is important to address Widdowson's use of the terms`symbol' and`index'. Linguistic elements operate as symbols when they are`abstracted from actuality and contract sense relations with other symbols as terms within the language system. Thus, the meaning of symbols is constant and selfcontained' (Widdowson 1983: 52) . When linguistic expressions are considered in their context of occurrence they operate as indices. Symbolic meaning is inherent to the sign in itself, while indexical meaning derives from the association of the symbol with the context. Symbolic meaning and indexical meaning are based on the consideration of the linguistic sign on two different planes: in the first case the sign is considered in the system, in the second case it is considered in context. Symbolic meaning is, therefore, a`stable semantic property' of the sign, while indexical meaning is only achievable`pragmatically in reference to context' (Widdowson 1990: 82) . A word like`lamp' has a fixed signification as a linguistic symbol:`a device that produces light by burning gas or by using electricity' (Collins Cobuild English Language Dictionary, hereafter CCELD) . This is the semantic meaning. When the word is used in a context (`Give me that lamp'), the indexical meaning of the sign facilitates the identification of a particular lamp. Although the lexicon of ordinary users of a language is highly pragmatic (i.e. relies heavily on indexical meaning) and, therefore, the concept of symbolic meaning seems to be hardly relevant for everyday interaction, 3 when dealing with specialized texts the concept of symbolic meaning, or a stable semantic property of the word, is highly important. As Cowie (1988) points out, the semantic stability of specialized items such as`meningitis' or`peritonitis' is needed for a precise and effective communication between the specialists.
The notion of indexical meaning, or meaning that the linguistic item has when it occurs in context, is central for the definition of PV. While schematic items are`symbolically highly specific and can be indexical in use to a relative narrow range of reference', procedural items have a`high indexical potential' and are`almost entirely lacking in specificity as a symbol' (Widdowson 1983: 92) . Let us take the word`thing' to illustrate the indexical potential of PV. This word almost lacks symbolic meaning. It is defined in the dictionary in the following way:
Thing is often used in English as a substitute for another word when you cannot or do not want to be more precise, especially when you are referring to an object, or to an action, activity, situation, idea, etc. which has already been mentioned. (CCELD)
Its high indexical potential stems from the fact that it can be used for reference in many contexts. The main characteristics of procedural vocabulary are, therefore, high indexicality and low lexicality, the indexical range of a word being in an inverse proportion to its lexical content.
Regarding the role of PV in discourse, Widdowson stresses its communicative function, since the interest of these words seems to lie in their use for the negotiation of specific concepts and for the definition of terms related to a particular schema. This view is also held by McCarthy (1991: 78) , who states that`procedural vocabulary is basically words that enable us to do things with the content-bearing words or schematic vocabulary', and by Robinson (1988a Robinson ( , 1988b , who regards PV as that used to constantly adjust the meaning of words so as to account for variation in the individual's knowledge of the word, and defines it as`that (vocabulary) which is most likely to enable a learner to break down and so extend the provisional semantic field we present him with, (. . .) the``simple'' lexis of paraphrase and explanation' (Robinson 1988a: 325) . PV is general or core language that allows the reader to identify the more specialized terms of a specific subject area, to categorize them and to organize their features of meaning in relation to other words (McCarthy 1990) . In the following example:
hammer: a hammer is a tool that consists of a heavy piece of metal at the end of a handle. It is used, for example, to hit nails into a piece of wood or in a wall, or to break things into pieces. the term`hammer' is a schematic item defined or explained with the use of procedural items, like`tool',`consists of' or`is used to'.
The name procedural given to this type of vocabulary derives from its function. The knowledge of language can be divided into linguistic competence, at the level of system, and communicative competence, at the level of schema (Widdowson 1984) . While schemata, cognitive structures that must be actualized, are concerned with communicative competence, procedures are concerned with communicative capacity,`the procedural ability which realizes schematic knowledge as communicative behaviour' (Widdowson 1984: 40) . There are procedures of several types that are used to relate the schemata of the interlocutors involved in the interaction. PV is part of the procedures used to make sense that render information accessible and clarify its relation to existing schemata. It serves to modify and negotiate schemata by relating new information to given information. This paper reports an empirical piece of research into the procedural vocabulary used to define or explain concepts in scientific discourse. I shall refer to this type of vocabulary as`defining vocabulary' (henceforth DV). This defining function accounts for the use of this type of lexis mainly in representative speech acts that have an explanatory role, such as definitions, descriptions, and classifications. For this reason I have used these rhetorical functions as the frame for the study of DV in scientific discourse. Therefore, the analysis is restricted to these three rhetorical functions.
The realization of these rhetorical functions in science discourse has been discussed by systemic linguists (e.g. Martin 1993; Wignell et al. 1993) in their studies on technicality. These linguists, who regard lexis as the most delicate grammar, have paid a great deal of attention to the lexicogrammatical resources of language for describing and classifying the world. They observe, for instance, that definitions can be grammatically realized by identifying relational clauses, as in Wignell et al.'s (1993: 149) example (e.g.`An ecosystem is that home or place in which a community or group of interacting plants and animals lives'), and that attributive relational clauses are typical realizations for classifications (e.g.`The copper group includes the electrolytic tough pitch, phosphorized, silver, and oxygen-free coppers'). From this lexicogrammatical perspective verbs such as`include' or`consist of', which we consider procedural items, are realizations of processes. In this paper we are only concerned with these items as components of procedural vocabulary, and not in their potential grammatical roles in the explanation of concepts in scientific discourse.
CORPUS AND METHOD
The material from which the corpus of definitions, descriptions, and classifications has been chosen is written material that includes three scientific books and 96 articles selected from popularized scientific magazines and scientific journals of various fields (physics, chemistry, biology, geology, medicine), most of them published between 1991 and 1993. Sixteen articles were taken from each of the following three journals: Nature, Science, Scientific American. The remaining 48 articles were taken from 16 specialized journals: three articles were taken from each journal. The papers selected appeared as regular papers, not as Letters or Notes. Appendix 1 lists the books and journals used in the study. The choice of such a varied corpus is for two reasons. First, the nature of the subject under study, DV, defined by its high indexicality and wide coverage, requires for its study a corpus of scientific texts as varied as possible to show its potential use in any type of scientific discourse. Second, the use of scientific texts belonging to different scientific fields will show that they differ in their specific or field-bound vocabulary, but not in the defining vocabulary, which is not restricted to any scientific field.
In order to delimit the object of study I have followed a two-step process. First, the rhetorical functions definition, description and classification have been searched in the texts and collected on computer disc to form a corpus in which defining items can be analysed within the context of the rhetorical function in which they occur. The size of this corpus is 36,442 words.
As a second step, the defining items in this corpus have been selected and studied within the confines of the speech act of defining. The items include one-word or multi-word expressions and have been selected taking two factors into account: high indexicality and linking or relational function (e.g. A is similar to B').
The purpose of the research was to produce a taxonomy of defining items taking as a criterion the relations signalled by these items. Our classification of the relations established by DV is in part based on a relational approach to semantics. This approach attempts to make the structural organization of the lexicon explicit and describes the relations between elements. In the last twenty years a number of relational models have developed (Fillmore 1971; Collins and Quillian 1972) . Our taxonomy follows similar principles (see Chaffin and Herrmann 1988; Evens 1988) . However, we are not concerned with the structure of the lexicon in the abstract, but with contextual relations, that is, relations established in discourse. For this reason, the concept of instantial relations (Hasan 1984; McCarthy 1988 McCarthy , 1991 , or relations created within actual contexts, is the basis of our research.
An attempt to take into account the relationships created by context is Hasan's categorization of lexical cohesion into two types: general and instantial. General lexical relations (e.g. synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy) belong to the system and are valid even out of context, while instantial lexical relations are text specific, that is, created by the text. Hasan (1984: 202) lists three types of instantial relations: equivalence (e.g.`the sailor was their daddy'), naming (e.g.`the dog was called Toto'), and semblance (e.g.`the deck was like a pool'). Thus, context can create relations between words that are not related in an abstract system:`deck-pool'. Instantial relations are based on the same concepts as sense relations. Equivalence, naming and semblance are based on the concept of identity, in the same way as the sense relation called synonymy'. The difference lies in the fact that the identity between two synonyms is based on an abstract lexicon, while the identity between`deck' and`pool' is established by context.
McCarthy (1988) draws on Hasan's model of lexical relations to propose three types of instantial relations: equivalence, opposition and inclusion, which correspond to synonymy, antonymy and hyponymy in the general relations. The instantial relations do not imply the general relations. Saying that two items are equivalent in discourse value does not mean that they are semantically identical. The equivalence between two items lies in their overlapping communicative potential in a given contextualized instance. In McCarthy's (1988: 184) 
example:
A: so you WANT to meet HArry B: Yes and i'm dying to see BILL TOO dying and see are equivalent to want and meet. They have the same discourse value.
Although McCarthy is concerned with how speakers establish valuerelations between items in spoken discourse, his classification of instantial relations is also useful for the analysis of written discourse. I have taken these instantial relations as the starting point and have added to them other relations that DV indicates and makes explicit in the texts.
RESEARCH RESULTS
DV is very useful for the performance of the following four processes, which, according to Sager et al. (1980: 77) , are associated with concepts in scientific discourse:
1. Classification or categorization, by means of which the concept is ascribed to a class. DV signals these general processes through the creation of specific relations in the discourse, or discourse relations.
I have sought to establish a taxonomy of defining vocabulary in terms of the relations that it sets up between schematic items (or their definite descriptions). Our model for the classification of defining vocabulary focuses on how this type of vocabulary is used to establish relations in context, not simply to reflect relations between concepts in an abstract lexicon. Defining vocabulary is a device used by the author to produce a particular perception of the concept and of its relation with the other concepts belonging to the same schema. There is not an immutable one-to-one connection between relations and defining vocabulary. Consequently, at this point it is worth considering some aspects of this connection. Context is the determining factor that accounts for the way DV is used to signal particular relations, as the following points show:
(i) the same lexical item that is procedural in one context may not be procedural in another context, because it is not used to relate other words. Let us illustrate this point with the following example:
(1a)`If the grain sizes are small and tightly bound together, the material approaches shale in appearance and physical properties.' (1b)`Governments must approach the subject of disarmament in a new spirit.' (CCELD)
In (1a)`approach' is used to relate`material' and`shale' signalling a relation of similarity, which makes a defining item of it. In (1b), by contrast, approach' does not establish any defining relation.
(ii) there is not a one-to-one correspondence between defining items and relations because the same item can be used for the expression of different relations. This is the case, for instance, in`is a member of', which can signal class-membership (2a) or composition (2b):
(2a)`The weaver bird is a member of the sparrow family.' (CCELD) (2b)`Fingers are members of the hand.' (Iris et al. l988)
These two factors give rise to classificatory problems and are the reason why an attempt to draw up a taxonomy of procedural items with water-tight categories is bound to fail. This fuzziness in the boundaries between classes implies that the type of relations signalled by some items is highly dependent on the context in which they occur.
After these considerations we can go on to make a first distinction between relations that has an effect on the type of DV used. Relations can be divided into what we will call`bidirectional' or`unidirectional' relations. Bidirectional relations can be defined as those where if`A is related to B' then`B is related to A' in the same way, which means that the defining items signalling these relations will be the same, no matter whether the focus is A or B (e.g.`A is similar to B' implies that`B is similar to A'). Unidirectional relations, on the other hand, are those in which`A is related to B' does not imply that`B is related to A' in the same way. This means that the items of DV used to express them will also be different, depending on whether the focus of the definition is A or B (e.g.`A consists of B and C' implies that`B and C are parts of A').
In the case of unidirectional relations, focus is a concept of radical importance in the selection of the defining vocabulary. Focus, the pragmatic function of the constituents with the most important or salient information (Dik 1980: 149) , is assigned to those elements that the writer assumes the reader does not share with him/her, while the elements the writer regards as given are not assigned a focus function. This is the reason why in a definition the focus will always be the defining items, while the defined item is the topic. The unmarked focus corresponds to the elements placed at the end, which are the most salient ones, since they are new information. In a unidirectional relation the defining item signalling it will vary depending on whether focus is assigned to one or the other members linked by it (e.g.`be composed of'Ð`be a component of').
The taxonomy of relations and defining items signalling them provided here is not intended to be considered definitive. Relations could be grouped in another way, but our concern is not with the relations but with the procedural vocabulary expressing them. On the other hand, it should be borne in mind that this taxonomy is restricted to the relationships occurring in definitions, descriptions, and classifications in scientific discourse, and that only the items found in the corpus examined are recorded here. The relations may vary when considering other types of discourse and even when considering other functions within scientific discourse.
Taxonomy of relations and defining items signalling them
There are two types of defining items. The first type consists of linking items that join the explained item to the others as if they were a copula (e.g.`be a part of' in`X is a part of Y'). The second type is items that can appear outside a linking structure, signalling the same type of relations without acting as a link on the surface. For instance,`part' can appear by itself in addition to its occurrence in the collocation`be a part of'). In the following example: X consists of four parts' consist of' belongs to the first type, while`parts' belongs to the second type.
The second type is composed of auxiliary items that never appear alone as the only signals of a relation but always occur as reinforcing elements. As these items are lexically half-empty, they are usually lexicalized. Their use arises either from the need to have a superordinate of several schematic items that can be modified to incorporate characteristics of all these schematic items or from the desire to emphasize the relation. The following example illustrates this point:
(3)`Each pixel is in turn subdivided into three different parts: one part low (the potential well) and two parts high (the potential barriers).' (Kristina 1990) The auxiliary term`parts' is used to gather around it the modifiers (i.è three',`different') of the schematic items that lexicalize it (`the potential well' and`the potential barriers').
Identity relations
Identity relations are related to the instantial relation that McCarthy (1991) calls`equivalence'. Most of these belong to what we have called bidirectional relations, which does not mean that the order of the items linked by defining vocabulary can be switched. The place where the items occur depends on the principle of end-focus: the defined element precedes the defining item (i.e. the verb) because it is given and the defining element occurs at the end. The different relations and the defining items that signal them are as follows:
Similarity
A relation of resemblance (with different degrees) holds between two schematic items. The items expressing this relation are: be like, look like, resemble.
(4)`Macrophages are large cells that resemble monocytes.' (Golde 1991) There are also items which do not indicate by themselves which kind of similarity a concept bears to the other: approximate, approach, be similar to, be identical with/to, be analogous to, be the same as, be comparable to, share, be akin to, a kind of. In some cases this information is provided by the type of concepts that are compared, in other cases the context makes it clear.
Correspondence relation
This relation is very close to the similarity relation, but it differs from it in that it implies a one-to-one relation between the different elements of two sets. The items expressing this relation are: be counterpart of, correspond to, corresponding, match, be proportional to.
(5)`The IRK1 channel contains only two putative transmembrane segments per subunit and corresponds to the inner core structure of voltage-gated K+ channels. ' (Kubo et al. 1993) 
Equivalence
It can be expressed in the following way: X is equal to Y with regard to some purpose. The two concepts are not exactly the same, but under certain circumstances they have the same use, function, value, or size. The following items express the equivalence relation: be an equivalent of, be equal to, be equivalent to, be indistinguishable from, be synonymous with.
(6)`For many purposes films containing such boundaries are equivalent to single crystal substrates. ' (Geiss 1992) This relationship can also be expressed by means of semantically neutral verbs: consist of, constitute, represent. They are used in utterances that establish a kind of equation: the verbs correspond to an`equal' sign. The verb be can be considered as a defining item belonging to this group when it signals an identity of reference. Used in this way, be is practically devoid of lexical meaning, it is just a link between the grammatical subject and its descriptive predicate.
Identification or temporary equivalence
In this case the equivalence relation is not permanent, but restricted to a particular instance: a particular piece of research or experiment. An element used in the research needs to be further specified and identified. Although the procedural items are basically the same as those expressing permanent equivalence, the difference lies mainly in the tense of the verbs: (8)`Patients were unpaid volunteers seeking treatment for opioid addiction. ' (Johnson et al. 1992) In this case the term is not defined but given a value. Identification is a clear case of the specification of a concept in a particular context. The concept of patient' is already known by the reader. Thus, the writer is not defining the concept but providing information about which value it is given, about what or who is used as such concept in a specific research.
Subjective equivalence
The author states what a concept is thought to be, either by himself/herself or by the whole scientific community: be considered, be interpreted as, be regarded as, be thought of as.
(9)`The diamond lattice (. . .) can be regarded as a face-centered cubic lattice with the two point basis 0.' (Ashcroft et al. 1976) These procedural items are very similar to copular verbs, but they differ in illocutionary force, since they add the implication of lack of commitment or uncertainty. The use of modals, as in the example above, frequent with these verbs, underscores this uncertainty.
Difference relation
This relation could be equated with the instantial relation that McCarthy (1991) calls`opposition'. The defining items that signal this relation state explicitly that the two concepts they link are different in some way. Thus, there is a correspondence between this relation and that of identity: the difference relation could be considered as the negative counterpart of the identity relation.
The close relationship between the terms signalling this relation and those signalling similarity is a result of the sharing of the same function: to compare. In the case of similarity relations the comparison may be with members of the same class or with other objects. Difference is a relation holding mostly between members of the same class or between objects that would be expected to share some characteristics, therefore creating the effect of counterexpectation. The items that indicate this relation are: as opposed to, be different from, be dissimilar, be distinct from, be distinguished from, be opposite, be unlike, differ from.
(10)`Fetal stem cells differ from adult stem cells in that the former give way to special types of lymphocites.' (Golde 1991) The existence of this relation can also be expressed by items that are not in a linking structure, as in the example below:
(11)`The small species is now being referred to as a new species (. . .) together with the similarly sized but morphologically distinct Rangwapithecus gordoni.' (Andrews 1992) 
Inclusion relations
These relations correspond to what McCarthy (1991) calls`inclusion'. These are unidirectional relations, which implies that the defining items used will depend on which element is assigned the focus. These relations convey the idea either of possession or of containment. According to Van Dijk (l977), the natural ordering would be: possessor±possessed, container±contained, general±particular, whole±part. But the order is reversed when the given information is the part or the specific case, which is being defined or described by using the whole and the general concept.
Class membership relation
This is the relation holding between a concept (subordinate term) and the class to which it belongs (superordinate term), or between a specific concept and a more general one. The procedural items expressing this relation can be divided into two types, depending on the information structure of the utterance. Thus the concept of given/new will influence the type of vocabulary used.
When the subordinate term (which expresses the member) is the given information, it is defined in terms of the superordinate (the term which expresses the class), which is assigned focus function. What is important is to explain the subordinate concept and the first step to do it is to state the class in which it is included. We can distinguish two different types in this case: family±member, general±specific. The lexical items which express a family± member relation are: be a kind of, be a member of, be a type of, belong to, fall into.
(12)`The prototype network has the same structure as the known inorganic materials ThSi or LaPtSi. However, these examples fall into thè crowded' category.' (Moore 1991) The items that indicate the relation between a general concept and the specific form are: be a case of, be a class of, be a form of, be a variant of.
(13)`Familial glucocorticoid appeared to be a form of Addison's disease. ' (Clark et al. 1993) In other cases the subordinate term is the new information, used to explain the superordinate. The subordinates are offered as examples or specific cases. The items that signal this relation are: be a family of, contain, encompass, fall into, include, including.
(14)`Primary volcanic deposits include pyroclastic deposits and lava flows.' (Simms 1993) There are some particular cases of the class±membership relation: 3.1.1. Example. It occurs when an element is presented as the example of a particular class of elements, or of a particular concept. It is signalled by the following items: as illustrated by, be exemplified by, be represented by, be an example of, be prototype of, be representative of.
(15)`Agnathans are represented today by (a) hagfishes and (b) lampreys. ' (Frey et al. 1993) 3.1.2. Scale. There are items that signal scale relations within a class. The defining items signal that an object (designated by a plural or collective noun) varies between two points within a scale. The following items simultaneously signal a class±membership relation, by indicating the different forms that something can take, and inform about some physical characteristics of the concepts: occur as X to Y, range from . . . to, vary from . . . to.
(16)`Xenocrysts garnets are variable in size, ranging from 0.5±15 mm in diameter. ' (Dawes et al. 1992) Auxiliary items are frequent in the case of class±membership and composition relations: category, family, form, variety.
(17)`Another method classifies copper and its alloys into four general categories.' (Pollack 1981) 
Composition/part±whole relations
This is a relation which identifies something as being a part or portion of something else. We can differentiate between defining items signalling a part± whole relation depending on whether the concept that is being explained is the part or the whole.
When the concept explained is the part, the`part' term appears first. Most of these items have the form be + noun: be a component of, be an ingredient of, be an element of, be part of.
(18)`The CaM kinase is a major component of synaptic vesicles, representing approximately 2% of the total vesicle protein. ' (Greengard 1993) In other cases the whole is defined in terms of the parts. The following items are used to express this relation: be composed of, be comprised of, be divided/ subdivided into, be equipped with, be filled with, be formed by, be made from, be made up of, be provided with, comprise, consist of, contain, encompass.
(19)`CuZnSOD has a molecular weight of 31.22 and is comprised of two identical subunits, each containing one Cu and one Zn ion in close proximity. ' (Ellerby 1992) The auxiliary items of the part±whole relationship found in the corpus are: components, member, the remaining, portion, subunit, units.
(20)`The larynx has four basic anatomic components: a cartilaginous skeleton, intrinsic muscles, extrinsic muscles and a mucosa . . . ' (Sataloff 1992) There are some relations similar to the part±whole relation where the emphasis is put not so much on the constituents or parts of the whole but on other aspects: 3.2.1. Whole±piece relation. The distinction between this relation and that of part±whole lies in the difference between the concepts`part' and`piece'. Cruse (1986: 158) differentiates them by attributing three characteristics to parts absent in pieces:`autonomy, non-arbitrary boundaries and determinate function with respect to the whole.' The items signalling this relation are: be a fragment of, be a piece of, be a portion of.
(21)`The xerogel was a blue green colored piece of transparent glass.' (Ellerby 1992) 3.2.2. Feature relation. The defining item connects two concepts, one of which is not a part of the other but a characteristic. Again, the defining item is different depending on whether the emphasis is put on the feature or on the concept characterized by it.
The items that indicate this relation when the focus is on the concept are: appear in, be characteristic of, be part of.
(22)`. . . abnormalities due to asymmetry are part of schizophrenia. ' (Shenton et al. 1992) The items signalling this relation when the focus is on the feature are: be characterized by, be the + (adjective) + feature of, have, possess.
(23)`Idiopathic Addison's disease is characterized by a progressive failure.' (Krohn et al. 1992) 4. Exclusion relation This is the negative counterpart of inclusion relations. The following items indicate absence, that is, they signal that an element is not a constituent part of something: be absent from, be (past) excluded from, to the exclusion of.
(24)`Megacrysts are almost entirely absent from OTB lavas, etc . . .'
Other defining items indicate lack: be devoid of, be free of, lack, missing.
(25)`They have been considered as directly related to cephalaspids. But unlike cephalaspids they lack paired fins.' (Forey et al. 1993) As can be seen, the same effect of counterexpectation we have pointed out for the difference relation holds for the exclusion relation. An element that is expected to appear is revealed to be lacking or is excluded from a group. There is also an implicit comparison with members of the same class that possess that element.
Process relation
In this case defining items are used to indicate the process that links the two items. There are three different types of relations:
Origin or product
We can distinguish two types of relations: origin and product. The items that signal origin are: arise from, be a derivative of, be a product of, come from, derive from, develop from, originate from.
(26)`Osteoclast (a kind of macrophage that reabsorbs and remodels bone) originates from bone marrow stem cells.' (Golde 1991) The items that indicate product are used to provide more details in the identification of a concept by stating its products, or to introduce the definition of something by stating first the origin: give rise to, give way to, yield.
(27)`Fetal stem cells give way to special types of lymphocytes as well as to red blood cells, which produce fetal hemoglobin.' (Golde 1991) 
Cause-result relation
The cause relation between two elements can be expressed by the following defining items: be due to, be produced by/from, be the result of, result from. In this case the lexical item links the defined concept not to the concept of which it is a product, but to the event that has caused it, which is realized by a nominal phrase:
(28)`Reworked pyroclastic deposits are not epiclastic, but are the result of remobilisation of loose pyroclastic debris. ' (Cole et al. 1991) 
Change
In this case DV is used to state that there has been a change, whereby the original element has developed giving way to something different. There is an implicit comparison between the object in the original state and what results from the change. The explanation of the concept is concerned with a process instead of a state, and therefore the verbs are not stative, but dynamic: be converted to, become, branch into, evolve into, transform into.
(29)`When used with arsenic and phosphorus it becomes more negative.' (Pollack 1981) This relation can also be used to express a change that implies some type of increment in the composition or function of an element, by means of a causative verb: make, render.
(30)`Removal of the pseudosubstrate region rendered the enzyme active.' (Knighton 1992) 6. Function This relation expresses the goal, function or use of something. This relation may be further subdivided into inherent function and use.
The items that signal the inherent function attributed to a concept are: act as, act to, behave like, function as, have a role in, play the role of, play a part in, provide, serve as.
(31)`Tellurium. A silver gray material that behaves like a semiconductor.' (Pollack 1981) The items that signal use indicate that something is used deliberately in order to achieve a purpose: be useful for, be used for, be chosen as, employ as.
(32)`Natrelxone (. . .) is used to maintain abstinence in detoxified opioid addicts. ' (Johnson et al. 1992) 7. Spatial relation The DV expressing this relation signals the location of an element or the disposition of the element with regard to others: be adjacent to, be arranged + prep., be contained in/within, be coated with, be covered with, be distributed + prep., be embedded in, be equidistant, be parallel to, be inserted into, be located + prep., be placed + prep., be positioned at, be separated, be surrounded by, extend + prep., face, lie + prep., opposite, reside, surround.
(33)`Zincblende has equal numbers of zinc and sulfur ions distributed on a diamond lattice.' (Ashcroft et al. 1976) Some items express what could be called existence: be found in, exist in. They are related to items signalling composition since they express the presence of an element somewhere.
(34)`Temporal solitons exist in non-linear media in which the velocity also depends on the amplitude of the pulse.' (Drummond 1993) 8. Relations between the concept and its physical characteristics In this case DV does not establish relations between concepts but is used to explain some measurable or observable features of a concept. Defining items act as links between a concept and its features. The main way to express physical characteristics and attributes is by means of be + adjective, but there are other defining items related to the expression of particular features:
Size and dimensions
The most common way to express the size and dimensions (also other attributes) using PV is by means of two verbs (have and be) which are devoid of lexical meaning. Be is mainly used in two formulae:
±X is (quantity) + adjective, e.g.`It is 3mm thick.' ±X is (quantity) in + noun, e.g.`It is 3m. in length.'
Have is mainly used in the formula have + property noun (`weight',`length', size', etc).
(35)`It has a specific weight of about 1551 lb.' (Pollack 1981) Of particular interest among the defining items signalling properties are relational adjectives, which are pairs of antonyms or gradable opposites. Barstch and Venneman (1972: 48) define a relational adjective as`an adjective A for which sentences like This is A are meaningless without some contextual character of the reference set to which the object denoted by this belongs'. The fact that they are context-bound gives them their procedural character. Their real value will depend on the concept to which they apply on any particular occasion. For instance, if we take`short', the more general entry of its definition in the CCELD makes it depend on the concept to which it applies: Something that is short is not long, or is not as long as most things of this type are' (e.g.`a short flight of steps' is not the same length as`short hair'). This implies that a relational adjective expresses the features of something by relating and comparing it to the other elements of its class.
Relational adjectives give rise to two types of constructions that vary in their degree of procedurability depending on the lexical content of these adjectives:
±`be' + relational adjective, e.g.`X is short',`X is long' ±`be' + quantity + unmarked relational adjective, e.g.`X is + quantity + long' (36)`The kiln is about 115ft long.' (Pollack 1981) The first is less procedural than the second because in the second case`long' has less lexical content. In example (36)`long' has been deprived of part of its lexical content, thus it is not opposed to`short', which cannot be used in this way.
Procedural adjectives of this type (e.g.`thick',`long') are items that can be used in neutral expressions of the type:`How long is it?' (Cruse 1986: 208) . In this case the speaker does not assume the object to be long or short. By contrast, the question:`How short is it?' conveys the presupposition that the object is short. Consequently the most procedural adjectives are those that can be used in a normal how-question. If we take the pairs`big/little',`thick/thin' and`long/short',`big',`thick' and`long' are less perceptually salient, and are the most unmarked or core terms. They reflect best the conceptual organization of the world. When the opposites (`little',`thin',`short') are employed they are marked, and some aspect of the dimension being measured (size, etc.) receives a communicative focus.
Verbs of measure and verbs informing about dimensions when used as stative, followed by the expression of measure, belong to the category of signals of specific size: extend, measure. The expression of measure is a specification of the idea expressed by the verb.
(38)`The complexes are the most massive structures in the galaxy, sometimes measuring more than 300 light-years across.' (Stahler 1991) 8.2 Appearance: shape, colour, etc.
Part of this DV consists of general terms denoting the properties that objects have: (adjective)-coloured, (noun)-shaped, be + (adjective) + in shape, have a (noun)-like appearance, in the form of, look, shape (in a possessive construction), with a + (adjective) + component, in shades of.
(39)`diaphragm (a dome-shaped muscle that extends . . .) ' (Sataloff 1992) The semantic information is not provided by them but by the lexical units that specify these terms (e.g. shape:`round',`elongate'; colour:`red',`white'). These defining items are quasi-superordinates 4 of the terms that provide the information. They denote a scale, or a set of possibilities, but in order to describe a concept it is necessary to specify a point on the scale or a particular possibility.
Quantity modification
The items that signal this relation are peculiar in that they never appear on their own, but they always modify other defining items, mostly those that indicate composition, in order to make the proportion between the different elements explicit to a certain degree: a high/small percentage of, a variety of, amounts of, number of, (cardinal number) + part(s) of.
(40)`Because of the periodic nature of a Bravais lattice, each point has the same number of nearest neighbours.' (Ashcroft et al. 1976) Related to the items signalling this relation there are others that could be called`collectivizers', since their function is to signal that the concept to which they refer is a collective one: a class of, a family of, a series of, a set of.
(41)`We can characterise the reciprocal lattice as the set of wave vectors . . .' (Ashcroft et al. 1976) CONCLUDING REMARKS In this paper it has been assumed that procedural knowledge of lexis is central for the users' capacity to adjust their schemata in order to incorporate the new knowledge of the world that reading a scientific text involves. An effective understanding and interpretation of the content of a text requires a grasp of the concepts that make up the semantic structure of the text and of the relations between these concepts. Therefore, language users need to develop communicative strategies that allow for the redefinition and negotiation of concepts in discourse.
If the writer of a scientific text considers that a concept (or a particular aspect of a concept which is relevant in the text) is unknown to the intended reader, he/she should explain the place of this concept in the semantic network underlying the text. This can be done by explicitly marking its relation with other concepts. This explicit signalling of lexical relations is frequently effected by means of defining vocabulary, a type of procedural vocabulary concerned with the explanation of unknown concepts. Thus, these defining items make interaction between participants possible when their knowledge of the world does not coincide. They constitute a strategic core vocabulary which contributes to minimizing the processing effort.
The purpose of this paper was to set up a taxonomy of defining items found in a corpus of English scientific texts, in terms of the relations they signal. At this point it may be useful to summarize these relations in a table (see Table 1 ).
The basis of this taxonomy is the concept of instantial relations, or relations set up between items in discourse, which help to establish the discourse value of an item. McCarthy (1988) distinguishes three types of instantial relations: equivalence, opposition, inclusion. The taxonomy presented in this paper includes a higher number of relations, since it is an attempt to specify and describe the types of links that writers of scientific texts set up between words in order to define, describe or classify a concept.
PV, characterized as being halfway between lexical and grammar words, has not been considered as a closed system in the present paper. Thus, the taxonomy proposed here is not presented as a definitive and exhaustive list. The writer of a scientific text may use defining items not included in this list. However, the results of our investigation lead us to suggest that, since the number of operations these items signal in discourse is limited, these items are finite in number, which makes them an instrument or device potentially easy to handle and master. The verification of this observation and the question of whether the PV used in the scientific texts of the present corpus is the same as that of other academic texts are aspects that require further investigation and can provide some guidelines from which more detailed research might proceed. It should be pointed out that the conceptual relations discussed here and the defining items which signal them are not restricted to scientific definitions, descriptions or classifications, but are likely to occur in any discourse concerned with the description of the world (see Halliday and Martin 1993) . More research of this type, using a corpus subdivided into different genres and disciplines, would show which lexis occurs in the same genre of different disciplines, and which lexis is shared by the different genres of the same discipline. The delimitation of a procedural vocabulary occurring over a wide range of academic texts, including different genres and subject matters, would be of great interest for readers and writers.
(Revised version received December 1997) index' from C. S. Peirce, but imposes his own interpretation on them. For a detailed discussion of the use of these terms in Semantics see Lyons (1977: 99±109) . 3 I am grateful to one of the anonymous readers of the paper for this observation. 4 The term`quasi-relation' is used by Cruse (1986) and Lyons (1977) when`an exactly appropriate lexical partner that would complete a paradigmatic relationship is missing, but a lexical item exists, with virtually the required meaning, but of the wrong syntactic category' (Cruse 1986: 97) .
